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Engaging in a quantum computing project today is your quantum insurance policy.
How quickly can you get up to speed and catch-up?

• How long did it take you to setup your ML/AI initiative?

• How many people in your organization are experts in quantum computing?

• Industry leaders in every major industry are already preparing building quantum teams.
You thought hiring & retaining data scientists was hard?

You might have to hire & train quantum computing experts very soon

It is all about having people with the right skills in your company.
Start now or wait? Quantum computing will soon become a disrupting force
Option A: Starting today means you have a good chance of being ready before your competition.
Option B: Starting later means there is a good chance that you will get disrupted.

Quantum Computing Initiative
3-4 years

Inception

3 - 5 years

Maturity

Competitive Differentiator

QC advantage: # of instances
What are the key milestones for my quantum insurance roadmap?

1. Build internal working group
2. Attend a conference
3. Sign-up for technical and business education
4. Find a partner
5. Use case discovery
6. Execute standard pilot project
7. Develop your QC strategy
8. Hire experts
9. Execute advanced project

2-3 year timeline
Set the right expectations

• Strategic initiative with no immediate ROI.

• R&D / emerging tech / innovation departments.

• Start small and grow with developments.

• Build up skills base.
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